protests of child brides and declares itself to be the realm of unfreedom. Nair interrogates the glorification of the agency of Indian women within patriarchal structures when there is no articulation of the need or possibilities of moving outside such constraints. [18] As in the field of British history, feminist scholars working on South Asian history have tackled a variety of topics: social reform, suffrage, nationalist politics, and masculinity to name a few of the most prominent. They range from Meredith Borthwicks foundational work on middle-class Bengali women, to Geraldine Forbess studies of women and suffrage and nationalist politics, to Madhu Kishwars analysis of Gandhi and women, to Lata Manis rethinking of the campaign to prohibit sati, and to Sumathi Ramaswamys examination of language and womens politics in Tamilnad. [19] There are also crucial efforts to recover South Asian womens voices: Forbess Foremother series of autobiographies will include memoirs of Sudha Mazumdar, Manomohini Seghal, and Haimavati Sen; Susie Tharu & K. Lalita have edited two massive volumes of writings by Indian women; and a womens collective has produced an oral history of women in a communist-led peasant uprising during the mid-1940s. [20] In much of British imperial and South Asian history, British women in India appear as dedicated missionaries or narrow-minded wives who sapped the commitment to India of their officer husbands. A reassessment of memsahibs, missionaries, and British women activists began in the mid-1970s [21] and a representative sample of this research is included in Western Women and Imperialism: complicity and resistance (1992) . [22] The subtitle of this collection reflects the ambivalent position, attitudes, and activities of British women that are dominant motifs of this scholarship. More recently Kamala Visweswaran has analyzed the multiple relationships of British feminists and Indian women activists through the prism of a non-Brahman South Indian woman leader, Muthulakshmi Reddy. She argues that there were areas of convergence (labelled thematic) between Western and Indian feminists on topics of suffrage and citizenship and of divergence (labelled problematic) over the constitution of the Indian family. [23] In this Special Issue we wish to extend this enterprise by foregrounding the work of feminist historians and historians of women as they examine the ramifications of Britains imperial enterprise and Indias nationalizing project in a wider variety of geographical locations, cultural discourses, and historical moments. Our goal is not simply to refute the contemptuous stance of Hyam and his partisans and to reinsert British women into South Asian history, but rather to materialize and substantiate the claims which feminist scholarship makes to produce an ongoing, self-critical critique of Britains imperial past and, specifically, of Indias role in shaping it. We do this too in the knowledge that the post in post-colonial is something of a redherring because the colonial past is by no means over and done with. [24] As the various fields of post-colonial critiques of the order to be able to think of gender difference as both structuring and structured by the wide set of social relations. In this sense, feminist historiography is a choice open to all historians ... a choice which cannot but undergird any attempt at historical reconstruction which undertakes to demonstrate our sociality in the full sense, and is ready to engage with its own pre-suppositions of the social moments and movements it sets out to represent. [29] There are, as the articles here illustrate, many directions in which sympathizers with or adherents of these principles can go. Whether the topic is the constitution of domesticity in the Indian railway colonies (Laura Bear), the relationship of Theosophy to feminism and imperialism (Nancy Fix Moving from the protected confines of the domestic zenana into the world of nationalist politics during agitation over the partition of Bengal in 1907, Tagores heroine, Bimala, is sexually attracted to the politically radical Bengali nationalist who hails her as the incarnation of Mother India. [40] Some recent scholarship has argued that the evocation of Indian women as historical process, subject to the vagaries of particular circumstances. [43] Attention to historical specificity and cultural particularities is one concern manifestly shared by feminists and cultural theorists alike, and it remains one of the strengths of post-colonial studies when undertaken in conjunction with feminist methodologies and commitments.
Given the vast material being generated on empire, the reaches of its influence and the limits of its authority, it is tempting to view these arguments, and perhaps this Special Issue, as common-sensical or even redundant. Indeed, in March 1993, in the Times Literary Supplement P. J. 
